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My dog got parvovirus even though I had gotten a 5-way shot and given to her.  How could 
this have happened?  Will my other dogs be at risk? 
 
Parvovirus is the most common cause of death we see in puppies.  It is a virus that can live 
in the ground for up to a year.  It is primarily a puppy disease though unvaccinated adult 
dogs can become sick also.  It causes not eating, vomiting, and diarrhea, and in some cases 
can lead to death.   
 
There are a couple possibilities of why your puppy could have gotten sick despite 
vaccination.  The first one is that it takes a series of vaccines, not just one, to protect a 
puppy.  These vaccines need to be given 3 weeks apart starting at 6 weeks old and 
continuing until at least 15 weeks old.  So giving only one vaccine will not be protective.   
 
The other possibility is that you may have purchased a vaccine that is not as protective 
against parvo as some of the newer generation vaccinations.  Vaccines carried by vets are 
almost always the newer generation more effective vaccines.  Ones purchased over the 
counter may or may not be the more effective type.  Therefore I recommend parvo 
vaccination be done by a veterinarian or with a vaccine you purchase directly from a vet 
office. 
 
The third possibility is that the vaccine may have at some point gotten hot (they have to 
stay refrigerated) or otherwise have been mishandled or administered incorrectly.  This 
could have even happened before you purchased the vaccine.  I recommend vaccinating 
your own animals only if you have received training from your vet on how to do so 
correctly.   
 
In summary, it is very important to get your dogs and puppies parvovirus vaccinated.  
Work with your vet to make sure they have received a full series of vaccinations to be fully 
protected from this terrible disease. 


